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Implementation of Human Cognitive Bias on Neural Network and Its
Application to Breast Cancer Diagnosis
Hidetaka TANIGUCHI ∗ , Hiroshi SATO ∗ , and Tomohiro SHIRAKAWA ∗
Abstract : The neural network is one of the most successful machine learning models. However, the neural network
often requires large amounts of well-balanced training data to ensure prediction accuracy. Meanwhile, human learners
can generalize a new concept from even a small quantity of biased examples, simultaneously enlarging knowledge with
an increase in experience. As a possible key factor in the ability to generalize, human beings have cognitive biases
that eﬀectively support concept acquisition. In this study, to narrow the gap between human and machine learning, we
have implemented human cognitive biases into a neural network in an attempt to imitate human learning to enhance
performance. Our model, named loosely symmetric neural network, has shown superior performance in a breast cancer
classification task in comparison with other representative machine learning methods.
Key Words : neural network, cognitive biases, imbalanced sample data.

1. Introduction
The neural network (NN) is one of the most popular machine
learning methods and has been studied extensively over the last
few decades [1]. Many types of NN have already been developed, such as the convolutional NN [2], the recurrent NN [3],
the auto-encoder [4], and the deep learning model [1]. These
NNs have shown superior performance across a variety of tasks,
such as breast cancer classification, using diagnosis data [5]
and image data [6]. However, these NN-based models often
require a large amount of well-balanced training data to ensure
the prediction accuracy [7]. If the number of training data is
insuﬃcient or the distribution of the data is imbalanced, the
performance of the NN will decrease [8]. NN-based models,
which usually need a well-balanced large database, thus tend to
be costly in terms of time and money.
Meanwhile, human beings can generalize a new concept
from a small quantity of biased examples [9],[10]. For instance, human children can quickly learn a new animal from
just one example, while machine learning requires uncountable amounts of data [11]. Also, human beings can quickly
develop knowledge as the examples and experiences increase in
number [12], whereas machine learning often faces an underfitting/overfitting problem in such a situation [13]. As exemplified above, there is still a gap between human learning and
machine learning. To close that gap, a number of studies have
attempted to develop a more human-like machine learning system, inspired by cognitive science and human nature [14]–[16].
A study by Shinohara et al. [17] demonstrated that two wellknown cognitive biases–the symmetric bias [17],[18] and the
mutually exclusive bias [19],[20] –could be eﬀectively employed in machine learning tasks. The symmetric bias promotes
a tendency of inferring “if q then p” after convincing that “if p
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then q.” For example, if p represents “the weather was rainy”
and q represents “the ground was wet,” the symmetric bias infers “if the ground was wet (q), then the weather was rainy a
while ago (p)” from “if the weather was rainy (p), then the
ground was wet (q)” [21]. Although this kind of inference can
lead to systematic errors [17], this tendency in human nature
is considered to contribute to faster decision making [21]. The
mutually exclusive bias is another tendency in which “if ¬p
then ¬q” is inferred after convincing that “if p then q,” where
¬p and ¬q are the negations of p and q. For example, suppose that a mother tells her son, “if you don’t clean up your
room, then you will not be allowed to play.” In this sentence,
p is interpreted as “not cleaning up a room” and q is interpreted as “not being allowed to play.” In this case, her son
may also interpret the sentence as “If I clean up my room, then
my mom will allow me to play” (i.e., ¬p→¬q), and may thus
clean up his room [21]. In this inference, “if you don’t clean
up your room, then you will not be allowed to play” should be
interpreted as “punishment”; however, the son seems to misunderstand it as a “reward.” Although their conversation involves
logical errors, the communication between the mother and her
son would seem to be successful because he would clean up
his room and then be able to play. Shinohara et al. expected
that including both of these biases in a model would yield more
human-like inferences [17], as these two biases can lead to incorrect logic but yield faster decision-making. The resulting
loosely symmetric (LS) model considers both symmetric and
mutually exclusive biases. In cognitive experiments, the LS
model has shown to exhibit a very high correlation with human
inference [21].
In this study, to apply this human-like nature to machine
learning tasks, we have implemented the LS model within an
NN breast cancer classifier to learn from a small quantity of biased samples. Our model is an attempt to realize more flexible
Hebbian learning [22] from the standpoint of cognitive biases.
In Hebbian learning, when the firing of one neuron repeatedly
or persistently fires another, the synaptic knob of the axon on
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the first neuron is developed, or the axon enlarges existing syntactic knobs of connected neurons. Also, if two neurons do not
fire for a certain period, the synaptic knob between them is reduced. The Hebbian learning rules are therefore interpreted as
(i) “if neuron x fires neuron y, then the synaptic knob of neuron
x connected to neuron y is developed and enlarged” and also
(ii) “if neuron x does not fire neuron y, then the syntactic knob
of neuron x connected to neuron y is reduced.” The form of
symmetric bias corresponds to (i), and the mutually exclusive
bias corresponds to (ii). For example, if p represents “neuron
x sent a strong signal” and q represents “neuron y was activated,” symmetric bias leads to “if neuron y was activated (q),
then neuron x sent a strong signal (p)” from “if neuron x sent
a strong signal (p), then neuron y was activated (q).” Also,
mutually exclusive bias imparts the tendency that “if neuron x
did not send a strong signal, then neuron y was not activated.”
Although the Hebbian learning rules are implemented in general neural networks, the forms of the above cognitive biases
more faithfully duplicate the Hebbian forms. As subsequently
described, these two biases are implemented in our neural network model with a weight-update rule based on the cognitive
mechanism. Namely, the symmetric bias and the mutually exclusive bias imitate the forms of the Hebbian learning rules,
and we, therefore, expect that they would contribute to faster
decision making. We compared the performance of our model
with the performance of five machine learning models including standard NN, support vector machine (SVM) [23], random
forests (RF) [24], NN with dropout [25], and NN with batch
normalization (BN) [26]. We selected these machine learning
models for the following reasons: (i) NN is the base model for
our proposed model, and we have attempted to investigate characteristic diﬀerences between them; (ii) SVM and RF are the
most powerful machine learning models, and we have regarded
these models as standard benchmarks of machine learning models; (iii) as subsequently described, our model has a high degree
of similarity with the dropout algorithm, which contributes to
enhancing the performance of the NN base model by adding
noise to the neural network, especially when the quantity of
training data is limited; (iv) BN is one of the most powerful
techniques to improve the performance of NN and has a similarity to our model to some extent: these two models add process to layer inputs during training. The focus of this paper
is to improve the accuracy of the machine learning model especially when a small number of biased examples were given.
Our model showed the best performance among the six machine learning models mentioned above for the breast cancer
classification task.
The breast cancer classification task is studied for a long
time in the field of machine learning using a variety of
datasets [5],[6]. In this task, machine learning models often
require a large amount of well-balanced training data to assure the prediction accuracy [27]. However, medical datasets,
such as that of breast cancer, give some diﬃculties in obtaining
large amounts of well-balanced data due to privacy issues [28].
We, therefore, considered there is a strong need for the machine
learning model which can deal such a situation.
One of the most famous solutions for this problem is
dropout [25], which omits each of the nodes with a certain probability. Dropout can prevent the overfitting/underfitting problem on NN [29] and has shown superior performance in a va-
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riety of tasks [25],[29]. Furthermore, the model can deal with
the lack of data when the lack is moderate. However, dropout
algorithm would be less eﬀective when extremely few training
examples were given [29]. There is still a question on whether
dropout is a robust solution for the medical data classification
or not.
Our method attempts to solve these problems. The purposes of our model are to improve classification accuracy with
a small number of biased training examples and to create a new
NN framework which utilizes human cognitive biases. Previous studies such as [17],[30],[31] showed the eﬀectiveness of
human cognitive biases for machine learning tasks, especially
when the small and biased number of examples were given to
the model. In our model, NN with LS can omit nodes and “revive” them according to the status of the network. This framework can provide more flexible representations of the network.
In this paper, we utilized the LS model to enhance the performance of NN in the classification task using the small quantity
of biased training data.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1

Neural Network

NN is a learning method based on the perceptron [32] and
inspired by neuroscience [7]. NN has three kinds of layers,
called input, hidden, and output layers. Each layer comprises
one or more nodes. The number of nodes in a hidden layer can
be variable [7]. Considering an m-layered feed-forward NN,
scoring uses a logistic function as in (1)-(2), where xik is the sum
is a connective weight to
of input to i-th node in layer k, wk−1,k
j,i
i-th node in the layer k from j-th node in k − 1 layer, and yki is
output of the unit.
1
,
k
1 + e−xi
n

k−1
wk−1,k
xik =
j,i y j .
yki =

(1)
(2)

j

The distance between the output of NN ym
i and true value ti is
calculated as in (3) using the sum-of-squares error function E,
where δm
i is the diﬀerence between the output of NN and the
true value.
1
1 m
(y − ti )2 = (δm
)2 .
(3)
E=
2 i i
2 i
The aim of the backpropagation is to update the weights wk−1,k
j,i
k−1,k
so as to decrease δm
is as in (4),
i . The change in weight Δw j,i
where α is a learning rate.

= −αδki yki (1 − yki )yk−1
Δwk−1,k
j .
j,i
2.2

(4)

Dropout Neural Network

Dropout is a computationally inexpensive but powerful regularization method for NN [25],[29]. The dropout algorithm randomly omits each of the hidden nodes with a certain probability on each presentation of each training example [25],[29],[33],[34]. The dropped nodes do not participate in
forward learning or backpropagation. NN with dropout is thus
trained by a diﬀerent network architecture on each presentation
of each training example [34]. In a recent study, dropout was
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assumed to add noise to NN [34], thus preventing too much coadaptation, especially when there were only a limited number
of training data units [25],[33],[35].
2.3 Batch Normalization
BN is a technique for accelerating the training of NN [26].
BN standardizes the distribution of the input of each layer, as
in (5):
x(k) − E[x(k) ]
.
x̂(k) = 
Var[x(k) ]

(5)


Here, x(k) is the layer inputs, E[x(k) ] and Var[x(k) ] are the
mean and the standard deviation over mini-batch [36]. One of
the purposes of BN is to avoid internal covariate shift; the phenomenon of the changes of parameters during training aﬀects
the distribution of network activations [26].
2.4 Loosely Symmetric Neural Network
We implemented the LS model into an NN framework, thus
developing loosely symmetric neural network (LSNN). Table 1
shows the 2×2 contingency table of the LS model, where a, b,
c, and d are the frequencies of co-occurrence of p, q, ¬p, and
¬q [17].
Table 1 Contingency table of the LS model.

¬q
b
d

q
a
c

p
¬p

The LS model estimates the strength of the relations between
p, q, ¬p, and ¬q as defined in equations (6)-(9):
LS (q|p) =
LS (¬q|p) =
LS (p|q) =
LS (¬q|¬p) =

a+
a+b+

bd
b+d
ac
bd
a+c + b+d

b+
a+b+

ac
a+c
ac
bd
a+c + b+d

a+
a+c+

cd
c+d
ab
cd
a+b + c+d

d+
c+d+

ac
a+c
ac
bd
a+c + b+d

,

(6)

,

(7)

Fig. 1

,

(8)

.

(9)

no bias, there is no correlation between LS (q|p) and LS (p|q), or
between LS (q|p) and LS (¬q|¬p), and therefore, Figs. 1 (a) and
1 (b) would be random plots. The distributions of the plots in
Fig. 1 show an intermediate shape; a hybrid of proportional and
random distribution. If the model always represents a complete
symmetric bias or mutually exclusive bias, this result would
indicate that the model is too strongly illogical and does not
show similarity to human inference. Namely, the LS model
exists in an intermediate state between complete bias and no
bias. The LS model exhibits the intermediate states of symmetry and mutual exclusivity as shown in Fig. 1. In cognitive
experiments, the LS model showed a higher correlation to human inference [21] in comparison with other cognitive models,
such as the ΔP [37] model which represents the relationship
between response alternatives and outcomes, and dual factor
heuristics (DH) models [38]. The reason that the LS model
showed such high correlation to human inference is still under investigation. However, a number of studies have shown
its eﬀectiveness in machine learning tasks, such as spam classification and the N-armed bandit problem [17],[30],[31]. In
[30],[31], the authors contributed to enhancing the prediction

The LS model is a modification of conditional probability,
which includes additional terms ac/(a + c) and bd/(b + d). If
these two terms equal zero, LS becomes equivalent to the conditional probability. If b = c is satisfied, (6) and (7) are equivalent, and the LS model satisfies symmetric bias completely.
Also, if a = d and b = c are simultaneously satisfied, (6),
(8), and (9) are equivalent, and the LS model acquires complete symmetric and mutually exclusive biases. Figure 1 shows
the relation between LS (q|p) and LS (p|q) as well as the relation
between LS (q|p) and LS (¬q|¬p). The data points in the figures
are randomly generated by uniformly setting a, b, c, and d from
[0, 1]. If LS (q|p) = LS (p|q) holds, the symmetric bias is complete, and the graph in Fig. 1 (a) would show a positive and proportional relationship. Also, if LS (q|p) = LS (¬q|¬p) holds, the
mutually exclusive bias is complete and the graph in Fig. 1 (b)
would show a positive and proportional relationship. If there is

(a) Relation between LS (q|p) and LS (p|q), and (b) relation between LS (q|p) and LS (¬q|¬p).
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accuracy of naive Bayes (NB) using human cognitive biases.
The machine learning model named loosely symmetric naive
Bayes (LSNB) showed superior classification performances in
comparison with conventional machine learning models, using
a small and biased number of examples. In order to introduce
this method into NN framework, we utilized the LS model to
adjust the node values. LSNB and LSNN have some similarity; LSNB calculates its likelihood using the LS model, instead
of the product of conditional probability as of NB. Similarly,
LSNN adjusts the node values which can be interpreted as the
probability distributions that range from 0 to 1 using the sigmoid function [39].
Our LSNN model adjusts the value of each node using LS
during feed-forward learning and backpropagation. Our approach is inspired by studies in neuroscience, which imply the
existence of the symmetric and mutually exclusive characteristics at the neuron level [40],[41]. For example, a neuronal
characteristic of symmetry gives such a tendency that “if neuron y activated, then neuron x activated.” from “if neuron x
activated, then neuron y activated” [40]. Also, a neuronal characteristic of mutual exclusivity gives such a tendency that “if
neuron x did not activate, then neuron y did not activate” [41].
Our LSNN approach is an attempt to reproduce these physiological characteristics in an NN framework from the standpoint
of cognitive science. To reproduce the neuronal characteristics
of symmetry and mutual exclusivity within the framework of
NN, we have implemented a new architecture of NN using LS,
which has a high correlation with results in physiology, neuroscience, and human inference [17],[38]. In order to apply this
framework to NN, our LSNN is formulated as in (10)-(14):
a = yk−1
i ,

(10)

b = 1 − yk−1
i ,

(11)

c = 1 − xkj ,

(12)

d = xkj ,

(13)
a+

bd
b+d
.
ac
bd
a + b + a+c
+ b+d
the value of node yk−1
i ,

LS (yk−1
i )=

(14)

which is in the (k − 1)th
Here, a is
layer. Therefore, a reflects the degree to which a node has been
activated. In addition, b reflects the degree to which a node has
not been activated. In (12), (13), c and d reflect the degrees
to which node xkj has not been activated or activated, respectively. As in (14), LSNN estimates the causal relationship beand xkj . If node yk−1
sends a signal to node xkj ,
tween nodes yk−1
i
i
k
k−1
then x j is activated, and LS (yi ) outputs a greater value than
yk−1
because LSNN predicts that yk−1
has contributed to activati
i
ing xkj and that therefore yk−1
should be enhanced. Meanwhile,
i
sends a signal to a node xkj , then xkj is not acif a node yk−1
i
k−1
tivated, and LS (yk−1
because
i ) outputs a lower value than yi
yk−1
is
considered
to
be
a
weak
neuron.
Also,
the
change
in
i
is
the
change
of
weight is given as in (15), where ΔLS wk−1,k
ij
k
and
node
x
the weight between node yk−1
i
j , which is calculated
using LS:
= −αδkj ykj (1 − ykj )LS (yk−1
ΔLS wk−1,k
j ).
i, j

(15)

The procedure of the LSNN is as follows: (i) Calculate xkj using feed-forward learning; (ii) adjust the value of nodes in the
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(k − 1)th layer; (iii) update weights using adjusted node values
as in (15). Furthermore, LSNN has a diﬀerent characteristic
that is not involved in either standard NN or NN with dropout.
In standard NN and NN with dropout, as shown in (4), if node
yk−1
takes a value of 0, its weight wk−1,k
is not updated. Meani
ij
)
outputs
a value that is greater
while, if xkj is activated, LS (yk−1
i
than 0. Namely, LSNN can update the connection weights beeven when yk−1
takes a value of 0. A sigtween xkj and yk−1
i
i
nificant diﬀerence between NN with dropout and LSNN is that
the former randomly drops units from a layer, whereas the latter drops units according to the state of the network and also
revives dropped units. We assume that this implementation of
dropping and reviving nodes more precisely duplicates Hebbian learning, and thus contributes to faster decision making in
comparison with standard backpropagation.
2.5 Experimental Settings
We used the Wisconsin Breast Cancer dataset [42] for the
breast cancer classification task. The goal of this task was to
classify data into one of two classes, benign and malignant.
The Wisconsin Breast Cancer dataset consisted of 699 samples of data, comprising 458 benign data and 241 malignant
data. The percentage of each class was benign = 65.5% and
malignant = 34.5%. The number of features was 10. The features included “Sample code ID” and 9 other features, with values ranging from 1 to 10. The details of the Wisconsin Breast
Cancer dataset are given in Table 2. Before the experiment, we
eliminated “Sample code ID” from the feature vector and removed 17 samples that had missing data. Therefore, the total
number of training data points was reduced to 682. We conducted four experiments with a diﬀerent number of benign and
malignant data in the learning phase, using six classification
models in the task of breast cancer classification: NN, SVM,
RF, NN with dropout (Drop-NN), NN with BN (NN-BN), and
LSNN. For NN, Drop-NN, NN-BN, and LSNN, we used a
three-layered NN with a sigmoid function, which is commonly
used for binary classification. The number of nodes in a hidden layer was 30. For Drop-NN, the dropout rate was 50% for
hidden units. For NN-BN, we set the mini-batch size as 32 for
Exp. 1, 3 for Exp. 2, and 16 for Exp. 3 and Exp. 4, respectively. These numbers were chosen after trials of using 3, 6,
10, 16, 32, and 64. Training was done for 100 epochs for NN,
Drop-NN, NN-BN, and LSNN. The SVM classifier was used
with Gaussian kernel, which is common for binary classification. The SVM has the cost parameter that is used to determine the decision boundary. Furthermore, the model uses radial basis fuction (RBF) that takes gamma parameter. We set
the cost parameter as 0.1 and the gamma parameter as 0.1. RF
used 5 trees; this value showed the best performances after trials of using 3, 5, 10, and 30 trees. The parameters of each
model were decided after some trials and the best values were
chosen. In the following experiments, we used only biased
and/or small numbers of training data. The numbers of training data in each experiment were as follows: benign = 150 and
malignant = 150 for Exp. 1, benign = 6 and malignant = 6
for Exp. 2, benign = 150 and malignant = 6 for Exp. 3, and
benign = 6 and malignant = 150 for Exp. 4, respectively. In
Exp. 1, we used a relatively larger quantity of well-balanced
data, while the number of data in Exp. 2 was severely limited.
In Exp. 3, the data proportions were highly imbalanced as a re-
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Table 2 Characteristic values of Wisconsin Breast Cancer dataset, obtained from [42], where STD represents standard deviation.
Attribute
Features
Clump
Thickness
Uniformity
of cell size

Mean

STD

Mean

STD

(benign)

(benign)

(malignant)

(malignant)

2.82

2.96

1.67

7.19

2.44

3.15

3.07

1.30

0.86

6.58

2.72

3.22

2.99

1.41

0.96

6.56

2.57

2.83

2.86

1.37

0.92

5.59

3.20

3.23

2.22

2.11

0.88

5.33

2.44

3.22

2.15

2.41

1.22

4.71

2.66

3.45

2.45

2.08

1.06

5.97

2.28

Mean

STD

4.44

Uniformity
of cell
shape
Marginal
adhesion
Single
epithelial
cell size
Bare
nuclei
Bland
chromatin
Normal
nucleoli
Mitoses

2.87

3.05

1.26

0.95

5.86

3.35

1.60

1.73

1.07

0.51

2.60

2.56

sult of a very small number of malignant samples, and in Exp. 4,
the number of benign samples was similarly limited. The number of test data was 100, with benign = 50 and malignant = 50.
Scores were calculated from averages over 50 trials.

3. Results
The results of Exp. 1 to 4 are shown in Tables 3 to 6, respectively. In Exp. 1, we used a relatively higher quantity of
training data in comparison with the other three experiments.
In this experiment, LSNN, Drop-NN, NN-BN, SVM, NN, and
RF showed better performance, in that order. Here, NN-BN
and SVM had the same F-measure value. LSNN showed the
best performance with almost perfect malignant classification
accuracy; its error rate in benign classification was only approximately 5%; as a result, it showed the best F-measure value.
Drop-NN had the best benign classification accuracy and relatively higher malignant classification accuracy, showing the
second-highest F-measure. Similarly to Drop-NN, NN-BN had
higher benign and malignant classification accuracies, and its
F-measure value was the third-highest. Although NN had very
high benign classification accuracy, with less than a 5% error
rate, its malignant classification accuracy and the F-measure
value were lower in comparison with the other three NN-based
models mentioned above. Also, SVM showed similar results
to LSNN with very high performances on both benign and malignant classifications, and its F-measure value was the thirdhighest, having the same rank as NN-BN. RF had relatively
good scores on both classifications: approximately 0.88 benign
classification accuracy, approximately 0.77 malignant classification accuracy, and approximately 0.81 F-measure value.
However, in comparison with the other models, RF showed the
lowest performance in terms of classification accuracy and Fmeasure value. In summary, in Exp. 1, LSNN had the best
performance in terms of the F-measure values.
In Exp. 2, only a very small number of training data was
used to train the machine learning models (benign = 6 and
malignant = 6). LSNN had the best malignant classification
accuracy, with approximately a 5% error rate in benign classification. Also, in this experiment, LSNN showed similar results
to those in Exp. 1, despite the quantity of training data having
been dramatically decreased. Namely, LSNN successfully optimized proper connection weights from a limited quantity of
training data and showed the best performance in terms of the

F-measure values. Drop-NN had similar benign classification
accuracy to that of LSNN. However, the malignant classification accuracy of the former decreased by approximately 0.15
points from its score in Exp. 1 and was much lower than the
latter. The F-measure value of Drop-NN in Exp. 2 thus decreased in comparison with its score in Exp. 1. NN-BN had
similar tendencies and results to Drop-NN, and its malignant
classification accuracy was decreased by approximately 0.15
points from Exp. 1, while its benign classification was relatively high. Namely, Drop-NN and NN-BN were aﬀected by
the restricted number of training data in a similar way. NN
also showed similar results to Drop-NN; however, its benign
classification accuracy was lower than that of Drop-NN. In the
Exp. 2, NN decreased its benign classification accuracy by 0.04,
its malignant classification accuracy by 0.1, and its F-measure
value by 0.08, in comparison with its results in Exp. 1. The
diﬀerence in performance between Drop-NN and NN seemed
to have been reduced in comparison with that in Exp. 1 as a
result of the dropout algorithm having become less eﬀective.
SVM showed a diﬀerent tendency from the other five machine
learning models, increasing its benign accuracy performance
from Exp. 1, and showed the best benign classification accuracy
in this experiment. However, its malignant classification accuracy dramatically decreased from that in Exp. 1. Namely, SVM
showed a relatively greater diﬀerence in performance between
its benign and malignant classification accuracies as a result of
changes in the quantity of training data. RF decreased its benign and malignant classification accuracies and its F-measure
value from Exp. 1 and showed the worst performance. The performance decrements of SVM and RF were greater than those
of the NN-base models as SVM decreased its malignant classification accuracy, approximately by 0.2 points from Exp. 1 to
Exp. 2. Also, RF substantially decreased its benign and malignant classification accuracies in comparison with the NN-base
models. The benign classification accuracy of RF decreased
by approximately 0.09 points, from Exp. 1 to Exp. 2. Furthermore, the malignant classification accuracy of RF decreased by
approximately 0.21 points, which was almost at the same rate
as SVM. Meanwhile, standard NN, Drop-NN, NN-BN, and
LSNN did not show such a wide decrease from Exp. 1 to Exp.
2. These four NN-base models were considered to be tolerant of skewed quantities of data. Namely, the NN-base models
showed stable performance in comparison with SVM and RF.
In Exp. 3, all machine learning models except LSNN showed
higher benign classification performance in comparison with
the other three experiments. Although the benign classification
accuracy of LSNN slightly decreased from Exp. 1 and 2, in Exp.
3, LSNN showed the best malignant classification performance
and F-measure value. Also, Drop-NN did not show a substantial performance decrease from Exp. 1, and showed similar results in comparison with its scores in Exp. 2. Although NN-BN
showed the highest benign classification accuracy, its malignant
classification accuracy was decreased by 0.64 points in comparison with its scores in Exp. 1, and 0.50 points from Exp. 2. The
F-measure score of NN-BN was thus dramatically decreased
and was the fourth highest. NN greatly increased its benign
classification accuracy in comparison with the results of the two
previous experiments described, while greatly decreasing its
malignant classification performance and its F-measure value.
Namely, NN and NN-BN showed strong sensitivity to imbal-
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anced sample data distributions. NN and NN-BN increased its
benign classification accuracy while simultaneously decreasing
its malignant classification accuracy and the F-measure value.
SVM also decreased its malignant classification performance
from Exp. 1 and 2, while its benign classification accuracy was
nearly perfect and the highest. However, the F-measure value
of SVM decreased in comparison with Exp. 1 and 2. Similarly
to NN, NN-BN, and SVM, RF dramatically increased its benign
classification performance from Exp. 1 and 2, whereas its malignant classification performance simultaneously became very
poor. RF, therefore, decreased its F-measure value, showing
the worst performance among the machine learning models. In
Exp. 3, in comparison with Exp. 1 and 2, conventional machine learning algorithms NN, SVM, and RF increased their
benign classification accuracy and decreased their malignant
classification accuracy at the same time. Also, NN-BN showed
strong sensitivity to imbalanced data distributions. The malignant classification accuracy of NN-BN became poor in this experiment, and its F-measure score was rather decreased from
the conventional NN. Although Drop-NN did not decrease its
benign classification accuracy in Exp. 3, its malignant classification accuracy decreased from Exp. 1, while remaining approximately the same as that in Exp. 2. Meanwhile, such decreases in malignant classification accuracy were not observed
in LSNN. Although LSNN decreased its benign classification
accuracy slightly, it showed more stable learning from imbalanced sample data distributions than the other machine learning
models and demonstrated the best performance in terms of the
F-measure value.
In Exp. 4, conversely to performance in Exp. 3, most models
showed superior results in malignant classification, and their
scores in benign classification accuracy were lower than those
in the other three experiments. The relative proportions for different types of data between Exp. 3 and 4 were symmetrically
opposite. Therefore, most machine learning models showed almost symmetrically opposite scores for corresponding classification accuracies between Exp. 3 and 4, except LSNN. Although LSNN decreased its benign classification performance
by approximately 0.06 points, this score decrease was much
lower than that of the other machine learning models, as subsequently described. Also, LSNN showed nearly perfect malignant classification accuracy at the same time. The F-measure
value of LSNN was still high in Exp. 4 and did not decrease
substantially in comparison with Exp. 1 to 3. Meanwhile, the
benign classification performance of Drop-NN decreased, surprisingly, in comparison with its value in the other three experiments, and the performance became inferior relative to the
benign classification performance and F-measure value of standard NN. Drop-NN, therefore, showed some sensitivity to biased sample data distributions that was not observed in the other
three experiments. The F-measure value of Drop-NN thus decreased dramatically from its value in Exp. 1 to 3. NN-BN
had perfect malignant classification accuracy, while its benign
classification accuracy was relatively low. The benign classification accuracy of NN-BN was the worst among the four NNbase models. Meanwhile, in Exp. 4, NN showed higher classification accuracies and a higher F-measure value in comparison with Drop-NN and NN-BN; NN did not decrease its benign classification performance from Exp. 1 to 3 to the extent
of Drop-NN and NN-BN.

Table 3 Results of experiment 1. Classification accuracies for the benign
and malignant samples and F-measure values are indicated.
NN
SVM
RF
Drop-NN
NN-BN
LSNN

Malignant
0.928
0.994
0.767
0.979
0.955
0.995

Benign
0.952
0.929
0.882
0.953
0.972
0.941

F-measure
0.939
0.963
0.814
0.966
0.963
0.969

Table 4 Results of experiment 2. Classification accuracies for the benign
and malignant samples and F-measure values are indicated.
NN
SVM
RF
Drop-NN
NN-BN
LSNN

Malignant
0.823
0.797
0.556
0.820
0.808
0.977

Benign
0.912
0.970
0.793
0.947
0.960
0.946

F-measure
0.861
0.872
0.631
0.876
0.868
0.962

Table 5 Results of experiment 3. Classification accuracies for the benign
and malignant samples and F-measure values are indicated.
NN
SVM
RF
Drop-NN
NN-BN
LSNN

Malignant
0.363
0.527
0.170
0.820
0.312
0.997

Benign
0.993
0.994
0.962
0.949
0.998
0.901

F-measure
0.530
0.688
0.281
0.877
0.459
0.951

Table 6 Results of experiment 4. Classification accuracies for the benign
and malignant samples and F-measure values are indicated.
NN
SVM
RF
Drop-NN
NN-BN
LSNN

Malignant
0.998
1.0
0.949
0.996
1.0
0.996

Benign
0.827
0.473
0.316
0.678
0.511
0.886

F-measure
0.919
0.791
0.721
0.859
0.813
0.944

NN thus showed a higher F-measure value in comparison
with its score in Exp. 2 and 3. SVM showed perfect malignant
classification accuracy. At the same time, its benign classification accuracy greatly decreased in comparison with its scores
in the other three experiments. SVM consistently demonstrated
a benign classification accuracy of greater than 0.9 throughout
Exp. 1 to 3. However, its benign classification accuracy performance suddenly became poor in Exp. 4. RF showed tendencies similar to those of SVM, NN-BN, and Drop-NN; RF
greatly improved its malignant classification accuracy and dramatically decreased its benign classification accuracy performance in comparison with the other three experiments. Conversely to the results in Exp. 3, NN, NN-BN, SVM, and RF
sacrificed benign classification accuracy to ensure malignant
classification performance. This tendency was also observed
for Drop-NN, despite its having demonstrated stable learning
in Exp. 3. Therefore, as observed in Exp. 3 and 4, NN, SVM,
RF, NN-BN, and Drop-NN decreased their stable learning performance in comparison with Exp. 1 and 2. Meanwhile, LSNN
was the only NN-base model that did not exhibit such a tendency and overcame its sensitivity to small biased sample data
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distributions. Across all four experiments, LSNN did not exhibit sensitivity to small biased examples, and its performance
was the best of any of the machine learning models in terms of
the F-measure value.

4. Discussion
We conducted four experiments using the most representative machine learning models–NN, SVM, RF, NN-BN, and
Drop-NN–and compared their performance with our LSNN in
a breast cancer classification task. In Exp. 1, we used a relatively greater quantity of well-balanced sample data in the
training phase for the machine learning models. Exp. 1 was
conducted to confirm the performance of the machine learning
models when a greater quantity of well-balanced sample data
had been given to them. As expected, all models showed good
performance in this experiment, demonstrating, in particular,
the highest performance of LSNN.
In Exp. 2, we used only a very limited number of training
examples. Obviously, the performance of the machine learning models decreased in comparison with that shown in Exp. 1,
except for that of LSNN. The performance decreases of NN,
SVM, RF, NN-BN, and Drop-NN were undoubtedly triggered
by the lack of data. However, LSNN, NN-BN, and Drop-NN
still exhibited high performance with a relatively small number
of data. The reason is that we assume, for a low quantity of data
in a dataset, smaller neural network size is more advantageous
for concept acquisition. Drop-NN drops its nodes randomly
and makes shrinkage on its network; thus, the algorithm starts
oﬀ with an advantage in adaptation for the lack of data. NNBN showed a similar tendency to Drop-NN, and its ability of
normalization contributed to stable learning, as implied in [26].
The study in [36] mentioned that BN is not suited when the
size of mini-batch is small. However, in this experiment, NNBN showed certain performance with only three mini-batches.
NN-BN with a small number of mini-batch is considered to be
suitable for a small number of training data in our experiment.
LSNN has a mechanism for adjustment of its network size;
namely, nodes in LSNN are dropped and revived according to
the learning data. This may have created a stronger tolerance to
lack of data for LSNN.
In Exp. 3, we used highly imbalanced training examples.
NN, SVM, and RF showed diﬀerences in performance in this
experiment, with very high benign classification accuracy performance and very low malignant classification accuracy performance. Such conventional machine learning methods as NN,
SVM, and RF often require large amounts of well-balanced
training data to ensure prediction accuracy. Therefore, if the
training data are highly imbalanced, conventional models fail
to learn properly; e.g., one reason is that these models may mistakenly adjust to noisy distributions. In actuality, in our experiment, NN, SVM, and RF showed high performances in benign
classification accuracy. We assume that this is a result of overfitting [13], and these three models may have had diﬃculties in
finding a correct decision boundary, resulting in biased pseudonegative (pseudo-benign) decisions. Also, NN-BN showed a
similar tendency to these conventional machine learning models. We considered the BN technique was less eﬀective under
imbalanced data distributions. The performance of BN would
be strongly dependent on the activation of layer inputs in the
same mini-batch [43]. We considered NN-BN could not nor-

malize layer inputs because of the unstable transitions of E[x(k) ]
and Var[x(k) ] since the distribution of layer inputs was too biased. We considered this phenomenon triggered too much internal covariate shift [26]. Meanwhile, Drop-NN and LSNN
did not exhibit such performance diﬀerences between malignant and benign classification accuracies and showing higher
accuracies; however, for Drop-NN, there was a slight decrease
in malignant classification accuracy in comparison with Exp.
1. Drop-NN creates a diﬀerent neural network structure at each
turn of the learning phase by dropping a number of nodes randomly, and the resulting acquired concept is given by the average of learning by multiple network structures. This property
of Drop-NN prevents excessive co-adaptation on noisy distributions; in fact, Drop-NN demonstrated superior results in comparison with the conventional models: NN, SVM, and RF. The
performance of LSNN can be explained similarly. LSNN adjusts its network structure according to the data distribution,
and this may impart greater tolerance to the imbalance in the
dataset than that of Drop-NN.
In Exp. 4, the data proportion was set to be symmetrically
opposite to that of Exp. 3. As shown in Tables 5 and 6, all machine learning models showed almost symmetrically opposite
scores between Exp. 3 and 4. Namely, malignant classification accuracies increased, and benign classification accuracies,
conversely, decreased. Although the drop-NN was proposed to
prevent the data imbalance problem in NN, it also showed a performance decrease in benign classification accuracy. As shown
in Table 6, the performance of Drop-NN decreased in comparison with the performance of NN. In other words, Drop-NN had
strong data sensitivity to imbalanced sample distributions. We
predicted that the eﬀectiveness of the dropout algorithm would
be limited in some cases. The studies in [25],[34] showed that
the dropout algorithm worked successfully in the tasks of handwritten number classification, image-classification, and email
categorization. These tasks often use over hundreds of features,
and the dropout algorithm is considered to be useful for tasks
that address a large number of features. However, in this study,
we used only a small number of features for the breast cancer
classification task. Furthermore, as shown in Table 2, the variation in values in data was larger in the malignant data, causing the malignant features to be more unclear. Also, although
dropout is said to prevent the overfitting problem of NN with
a small training set [33],[35], Goodfellow et al. mentioned the
dropout algorithm would be less eﬀective when extremely few
training examples had been given [29]. Another study mentioned dropout would be less eﬀective when a suﬃcient number of data had been given [44]. Therefore, its adaptation is
rather diﬃcult to perform under certain conditions, such as the
experimental settings in Exp. 4. The performance of NN-BN
was also decreased in comparison with the performance of NN.
The benign classification accuracy of NN-BN decreased more
than 0.4 points, and this score was much lower than the benign
classification accuracies of NN, Drop-NN, and LSNN. Similarly to the results of Exp. 3, NN-BN was strongly aﬀected by
imbalanced data distributions, and it might cause too much internal covariate shift [26]. NN-BN, therefore, showed strong
sensitivity to imbalanced data, and its performance was rather
decreased from the conventional NN. Meanwhile, our LSNN
did not show such sensitivity and showed the best results across
all experiments. LSNN showed similar characteristics to LSNB
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which has strong durability to small and biased data [30],[31].
These two models utilized the LS model to adjust the representation of feature space and showed superior performances using
the small and imbalanced examples.
As a result, LSNN overcame the sensitivity to the dataimbalance observed in NN, NN-BN, and Drop-NN by using
human cognitive biases. As in Exp. 3 and 4, this is also a result
of the adjustment to the neural network structure. Furthermore,
LS is a mechanism that learns what is “not A” by observing the
presence of “A,” and this explains the reason that LSNN is tolerant of the imbalance in data. In conclusion, LSNN, which is an
LS-implemented neural network, showed the best performance
in all of the experiments, showing tolerance and adaptability to
a small, imbalanced dataset.

5. Conclusion
In this study, we implemented human cognitive biases into
NN, attempting to imitate human learning to enhance the performance of NN. We conducted four types of experiments using diﬀerent numbers of training data: a relatively large number of well-balanced training examples in Exp. 1, a restricted
number of training examples in Exp. 2, and a biased number
of training examples in Exp. 3 and 4. In Exp. 1, LSNN, DropNN, NN-BN, SVM, NN, and RF showed high performance, in
that order. In Exp. 2, NN, SVM, RF, NN-BN, and Drop-NN
decreased their scores in comparison with their results in Exp.
1, whereas LSNN did not show a substantial performance decrease. Also, the performance reductions of NN, SVM, RF,
NN-BN, and Drop-NN worsened in Exp. 3 and 4. Meanwhile,
our LSNN model did not show much performance reductions
as a result of biased sample data distributions, and maintained
a high performance, using human cognitive biases. Namely,
our model seemed to simulate human learning with respect to
some content and overcame the weaknesses of machine learning models that have the sensitivity to small, imbalanced training data. In future research, we will further investigate the
relationship between NN, human cognitive bias, and Hebbian
learning and how these factors interact in the learning process
in order to realize human-level concept learning.
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